STAM EUROPA

A LIVELY PLACE TO TRANSFORM EUROPE FROM BELOW

STAM EUROPA

104 rue d’Arlon
European Quarter
1000 Brussels
Innovative Partnerships

- City of Brussels: carries out a policy of combating derelict buildings
- European Quarter Fund: invests a year's worth of saved taxes
- Federal Buildings Agency: is given a space to run
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STAM EUROPA
Located in the heart of the European neighborhood of Brussels, StamEuropa is a third place dedicated to the exchange and dialogue, open to all citizens, European institutions and European actors. A physical and virtual meeting space to combine face-to-face interactions and online

Because democracy also needs conviviality with a new environment and modern tools.
StamEuropa, it’s the renovation of a building empty for more than 15 years to transform it into a house of democratic dialogue in the heart of the European neighborhood.

Temporary occupation to host in this new space workshops, seminars and conferences for all kinds of organizations institutions.

Accessible to people with reduced mobility
Kind of activities: Archiweek & workshop DFA
Kind of activities: lunch/dinner lectures
To combine debate, conferences and informal moments of conviviality in welcoming place.
A space that can be shaped for small group work, conference, debates, hybrid events, but also shared meals around a large table.
Brussels Architecture Prize & New European Bauhaus
IN DETAILS - HOW TO FIND STAMEUROPA

104 rue d'Arlon
European Neighborhood
1000 Brussels
A unique space designed to welcome dialogue in the heart of the European neighborhood

Expertise in hybrid events

Contact:
contact@stameuropa.org

Visite via Noémie Galland-Beaune
noemie.gallandbeaune@missionspubliques.com
and Maurice Selvais
maurice.selvais@gmail.com

Find us ons:

stameuropa.org
@stameuropa
StamEuropa
StamEuropa won the Brussels Architecture Prize 2021 in the category ‘Small Intervention’:

«The project creates the conditions for new temporary uses in the largely monofunctional European Quarter. The outcome of a collaboration between a diverse group of radical experts, it promotes architecture's ability to playfully and collectively imagine another future for the city.» - Konstantinos Pantazis